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V-SFT Ver. 6
Ver. 6.0.4.0 - new features and emulator
1. Copy and paste objects from MS OFFICE
2. Line width designation in point

3. PLC ladder transfer function (path-through)
4. Emulator (ver. 6.0.2.0 and later)

1. Copy and paste objects from MS OFFICE
<Before>
When you want to show machine image:

NEW

You can copy and paste objects
from Excel or Word!

- Use square or circle object
- Create a BMP file with separate software
Select the format
from picture, pattern,
or part.

With
Ver. 6.0.4.0

Much faster if you
reuse OFFICE document
you made before!

Difficult to draw
3D picture…
I wish I can reuse
the material I made with
Excel and Word!

Your favorite image can
be imported very easily!
*Letters and objects of MS Office

2. Line width designation in point

NEW

<Before>
Only thin/thick lines are the options.

Line width is changeable.
E.g.) Line (1 – 8pt)
1pt
2pt
3pt

To make them thicker…
You needed to
- prepare patterns
- create own object
etc.
It has a lot of trouble
to prepare them every
time…

With
Ver. 6.0.4.0

・
・
・

8pt

Available for line, square, and circle.
Line with your desired width is
possible with simple setting!

Attribute such as length is also
changeable even after placing on a
screen.
No reproduction or republication. All brand names and product names in above are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.

3. PLC ladder transfer function (path-through)
<Before>
Only PLC1 supported path-through function.

NEW

I want to download
my PLC program to
PLC 2 as well …

PLC1

OK
PLC2

With
Ver. 6.0.4.0
Any PLCs which support path-through and are connected to CN1, MJ1,
or MJ2 serially are available for this function.
PLC1

USB

CN1

（PLC1）

OK
PLC2

It does not have to be
“PLC 1” any more!

LAN
（PLC2,PLC3）

MJ2

MJ1

OK
OK

PLC3
*Duplicated use of the
port is not possible.

4. Emulator (ver. 6.0.2.0 and later)
Powerful additional features:
- Function switches
You can check the operation of
even function switches.
- Accurate font reproduction
Much closer image to the V9 unit.
Point

By pressing [SYS] button you can
display the local main menu.
*This local main menu contains limited functions
for the emulator.
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